Naming difficult emotions
Introduction
There are many reasons why as a survivor you may find it hard to describe what is happening for you emotionally. In
this support sheet we look at some of the barriers to naming our emotions and what might help
Our emotional experience in the context of sexual abuse
Sexual abuse is such an overwhelming experience that it can be very difficult to disentangle how we feel about it,
especially if we dissociated at the time and / or if we were abused as children when we didn’t have the ability to
articulate what was happening or our feelings about it. If we feel dissociated in the present we may simply feel a
horrible sense of nothingness which is very difficult to put into words. Conversely, we may be overwhelmed by a
flood of intense and seemingly contradictory emotions. The question, ‘how are you feeling?’ becomes an almost
impossible one to answer.
In addition, the perpetrator may have told us how we were feeling which such power that we have lost the sense of
our authentic, personal emotional world. Did we really feel what they said we were feeling? It is common for
someone who has experienced sexual abuse to find it hard to find their sense of their emotional reality as separate
from the perpetrator.
Social rules and taboos about emotions
Society comes with all sorts of rules and taboos about what we are ‘allowed’ to feel. Depending on your social,
cultural and family background, you may have explicitly been told or implicitly absorbed a set of beliefs about the
acceptability or unacceptability of certain emotions. It is worth asking yourself, is it OK to feel….
Anger, vulnerability, hate, love, weakness, fragility, strength, sadness, grief, need, yearning [you may wish to add
your own]
Degrees of intensity of emotion
If you have been sexually abused, the intensity of your feelings can sometimes feel frightening. For example, it may
seem OK to hate the perpetrator but the intensity of that hate maybe feels unacceptable and shameful. It may be OK
to say you are sad but not feel OK to describe the crashing, overwhelming grief you are experiencing.
Seemingly contradictory feelings co-existing
It is simpler to say we feel one thing but our emotional worlds are far more complex than that and often we can feel
an intense combination of different feelings, some of which seem entirely contradictory. That is OK. E can feel hate
and love at the same time and for the same person, joy and despair can coexist, grief and relief too.
Our feelings are OK
Our feelings are OK. No feeling is unacceptable and we can’t control how we feel. Rather than judging yourself for
how you feel, try to bring an attitude of curiosity. Our feeling world is a little bit like a garden – all sorts of plants will
be growing in it. We can choose which plants we nurture but the other plants aren’t bad, they just are what they are.
Similarly, if we feel a murderous hatred towards the perpetrator, that is what it is. We don’t have to spend all our
time nurturing that feeling, we may decide we prefer to nurture the plant which is the love of our child instead and
give that plant our attention, but it doesn’t make the hatred bad or wrong.
I don’t know what I feel
Our emotional lives are subtle and complex and it can be difficult to know what you feel. It might be helpful to take
some time to ‘tune in’, just noticing the subtle ‘weather’ of your emotional life, without judgement or shame. Notice
each feeling and its intensity and allow all the different feelings to have their space. Notice any time the words
‘should’, ‘shouldn’t’, ‘must’, mustn’t’ ‘ought’ or ‘ought not’ come up and maybe tell yourself that you have a choice
to act or not act on those feelings and it’s OK to feel whatever you feel.

If you have been sexually abused or assaulted and struggle with your feelings, please do get in touch.
You can chat in confidence to one of our helpliners on our webchat or textchat via our website
www.survivorsuk.org

